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Patriarchy, gender, infantilisation: A cultural account of police intelligence work in Scotland 
 
Colin Atkinson  
Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research, Glasgow, UK 
 

 

Abstract 
 

Drawing upon qualitative research undertaken in Scotland, this paper provides new 

insights into police culture by exploring the interactions between sworn police officers 

and civilian intelligence analysts engaged in intelligence work. The claim is made that by 

exploring the cultural impact of intelligence analysis, it is possible to identify patriarchal 

dispositions within police culture and the emergence of a gender order in policing that 

subordinates femininity, youth and other masculinities that run counter to police culture’s 

form of hegemonic mas-culinity. This gender order is interwoven with processes of 

infantilisation that inhibit the integration of intelligence analysts into police intelligence 

work. This article concludes by discussing the prospects for cultural change in policing 

from the inter-related perspectives of both social theory and professional practice. 
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Introduction 
 

Around two decades ago, the prospects for the study of police culture seemed bleak: the 

subject was taken-for-granted within criminology (Holdaway, 1997a, p. 204) or, alter-

natively, was considered to be so well-traversed that it had become cliche´d (Dixon, 1995, p. 

63). Despite such assessments, the study of police culture was subsequently reinvigo-rated 

through the work of scholars such as Janet Chan (see 1996, 1997, 2003) and has more 

recently attracted the attention of a new and exciting array of academics (see Campeau, 

2015; Loftus, 2008, 2009, 2010). Importantly, there still remains scope for further conceptual 

development in this area, particularly in relation to the roles, status and impact of unsworn 

civilian police staff  (see Atkinson, 2015). Over a decade ago Janet Foster (2003, p. 212) 

argued that very little is known about how civilian police staff  
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perceive the world of policing, how much dominant cultures influence their attitudes, values 
and approach to their work, or whether they in fact form significant sub-cultural groups of 
their own. These matters remain largely overlooked in the academic literature, which 
continues to neglect civilian police staff  or account for the ways in which they may exercise 

power, agency or resistance in contemporary policing.
1
 This article addresses these 

shortcomings by exploring the interactions between sworn police officers and civil-ian 
intelligence analysts engaged in police intelligence work in Scotland.  

This research draws upon data from a qualitative exploration of intelligence-led policing 

in Scotland. The early history of policing in Scotland has been described as a ‘much 

neglected topic’ (Carson, 1984), but recent developments in Scottish policing – in its people, 

practices, cultures and structures – also remain understudied. Rooting its analysis in 

contemporary Scottish policing, this research renders visible a group of civil-ian police staff  

– intelligence analysts – who, despite the rise of intelligence-led policing (Heaton, 2000; 

Maguire, 2000; Maguire & John, 2006; Ratcliff e, 2008a), have featured relatively little in 

academic research and been peripheral to public debate on policing. This is concerning given 

that intelligence analysis has become increasingly pivotal to intelligence-led policing 

(Deukmedjian & de Lint, 2007; Ratcliff e 2008a), with civilian intelligence analysts 

emerging as the bearers of new knowledge and skills that are crucial to making eff ective 

policing decisions (Ratcliff e, 2008b).  
In doing so, this article develops two lines of inquiry. Firstly, it provides an appraisal of 

previous accounts of police culture that is sensitive to the diverse range of personnel who are 

active in policing. Despite the recent recognition that policing has become increasingly 

pluralised (Johnston, 2003; Jones & Newburn, 2006; Loader, 2000), police culture – that 

complex of values, beliefs, attitudes, expectations and norms shared between police officers 

and which can influence their approach to policing and their professional practices – remains 

dominant in the field. Police culture is formed in the crucible of a police officer’s early and 

shared experiences of uniformed, street-policing, and this is where it finds its fullest 

expression. However, aspects of this culture can persist throughout a police officer’s career, 

even as they move beyond the role of the street-level cop. Unpacking cultures in policing 

Peter K. Manning recently asserted that distinctions should be made in discussions of 

policing between an occupational culture, an organisational culture and a sub-culture 

characterising a distinctive set of inter-actional patterns (Manning, 2014, p. 112). Manning’s 

distinctions disclose how it is necessary to appreciate how police culture is shaped by both 

the external occupational milieu and the internal organisational environment, and of how 

other cultures and sub-cultures in the police service exist in relation to, or in dialogue with, 

the hegemony of police culture. Crucially, it is argued in this paper that civilian police staff , 

having never ‘served their time’ on the street, cannot fully participate in police culture; a 

situation that has inhibiting and exclusionary consequences for intelligence analysts. 

Secondly, and with equal importance, this article addresses both how police culture adapts as 

it tran-sitions from the street to the intelligence environment, and how civilian intelligence 

analysts in Scotland experience and respond to police culture in this context. It is argued that 

intelligence analysts are infantilised through a symbolic violence – rooted in the forms of 

hegemonic masculinity and patriarchy ingrained within police culture – that discriminates 

against the perceived femininity and youth of the analyst. Intelligence analysts lack the 

required habitus – a Bourdieusian ‘feel for the game’ 



   
 

 

(Bourdieu, 1993) – or the necessary forms of capital to successfully shape the field or 
subvert the hegemony of police culture, even in these new conditions. In developing these 

arguments, this article seeks to off er new insights into both police culture and police 
intelligence work. 

 

Revisiting police culture 
 
The term ‘police culture’ retains currency in the contemporary literature on policing (see 
Bacon, 2014; Cockcroft, 2013; Loftus, 2009; Paoline & Terrill, 2013). Whilst some police 
researchers use slightly diff erent nomenclatures, there is a common focus upon the com-plex 
of values, beliefs, attitudes, expectations and norms shared between police officers and which 

can influence their approach to policing and professional practices.
2
 In suc-cessive accounts 

of his highly influential book The Politics of the Police Robert Reiner provides an overview 
of the core characteristics that he considers as indicative of ‘cop culture’. In the most recent 
edition of this work, Reiner (2010) describes these as, 

 

.  Mission – action – cynicism – pessimism  

.  Suspicion  

.  Isolation/solidarity  

.  Police conservatism  

.  Machismo  

.  Racial prejudice  

.  Pragmatism. 

 

Waddington (2011) has argued that Reiner’s work has created an ‘authorised version’ of 

the culture of police officers, and Simon Holdaway (2013, p. 218) considers such dispositions 

to be the ‘somewhat unyielding core’ that has been revealed by an extensive canon of 

research about the police. Many of these now familiar ‘core’ cultural charac-teristics develop 

from the external pressures of policing contemporary societies; of deal-ing with off enders 

and other members of the public in challenging, confrontational and sometimes dangerous 

circumstances. Some of these characteristics, however, are also generated, or reinforced by, 

internal organisational pressures and dynamics; including the relationships between street-

level cops and police management (see Reuss-Ianni, 1983). Considered in this way, police 

culture must be understood as both occupational and organisational, and, as such, new 

insights may be gleaned by understanding how police officers interact with other 

organisational actors, such as civilian members of police staff . 

 

Research has disclosed that this distinct police culture is shared by police officers across 

time and space; however, a recurrent criticism in this area has highlighted the monolithic 

nature of traditional accounts (Chan, 1997, p. 65; Paoline, 2004, p. 207). In response to this, 

Reiner’s focus in The Politics of the Police has shifted from defining a linear, singular cop 

culture (Reiner, 1992, 2000) towards a plural, more diverse, concept of cop cultures (Reiner, 

2010, pp. 115–116). This shift recognises at least the possibility of diversity or plurality – for 

example in the existence of other cultures or sub-cultures – that result from distinct 

experiences, structural positions, rank, status, or orientations from officer’s biographies or 

histories. The evolution of Reiner’s cultural account is 



  
  

 

 

sagacious, but the persistence of the prefix ‘cop’ is also indicative of a tendency in the field 

to focus solely on cultures and sub-cultures in policing as they relate to police officers. Even 

the most recent ethnographic accounts seek only to observe, document, and make sense of 

the values, beliefs, and outlooks that police officers bring to bear on their work (see Loftus, 

2009, p. xii).  
This persistent attention towards police officers has been particularly prevalent in relation 

to street-level workers (Chan, 2003, p.16); a focus that has been attributed to the 

romanticism of this role and the relative ease with which the social researcher can gain 

access to such groups in order to gather data (Foster, 2003).
3
 Whilst some research has 

explored the cultural dispositions of police officers beyond the street (Lowe, 2011; Reuss-

Ianni, 1983), the common thread that links much of the existing literatures is an appreciation 

of the influence of a distinct culture formed in the cru-cible of a police officer’s early and 

shared experiences of uniformed, street-policing. Nevertheless, it is necessary to recognise 

that the police workforce is broader than that of police officers alone: civilian police staff  are 

currently – and historically have been – numerous and active in many roles. In Scotland in 

2014, for example, civilian police staff  comprised of just over one quarter of the total police 

workforce (Scottish Parliament, 2014). Some of these civilian roles, including that of the 

intelligence ana-lyst, directly impinge upon what many would consider to be the traditional 

‘policing’ functions of the sworn police officer. For the intelligence analyst, these 

responsibilities include developing an understanding of where, when and why crimes occur; 

assessing who is likely to perpetrate or be responsible for crimes; and recommending 

measures for crime reduction or prevention, including the direction or tasking of police 

resources such as routine patrols, community policing resources, surveillance assets or covert 

informants. To maintain its relevance and resonance, the concept of ‘police culture’ must 

recognise that the police service comprises a diverse range of actors and settings: beyond the 

police officer and beyond ‘the street’. Adopting such an approach will assist in avoiding the 

monolithic tendencies of earlier studies and further develop our understanding of police 

culture in practice. 
 

 

Methodological approach 
 
Previous researchers have reflected upon how the police service often erects barriers against 

‘prying outsiders’, thereby making it one of the most secluded parts of the criminal justice 

system (Punch, 1979, p. 4). Research by police officer ‘insiders’ has therefore been essential 

to the construction of police culture as currently understood in the literature (see Holdaway, 

1983; Young, 1991). Discussing the merits of the insider perspective in police research, Peter 

K. Manning noted that the police as an organisation do not possess a ‘common culture’ when 

viewed from the inside. Instead, there is an elaborate hierarchical rank structure which 

replicates the social distribution of secret knowledge. Police organisations are segmented, 

specialised and covert to a striking degree (Manning, 1978, p. 244). 

 

Similar sentiments were later expressed by James Sheptycki (1994) who posited that 

police culture can seem monolithic, and diff erent, when viewed from the outside. The 
research that informs this article could be considered as ‘insider research’ in the classic 

sense, given that it was undertaken by a (then) ‘police insider’. Unlike previous accounts, 



 
 

 

however, it was conducted both overtly and by a serving civilian member of police staff , an 
intelligence analyst.  

The fieldwork that informs this research was undertaken in Scotland from 2007 until 

2013. It sought to represent the voices, perspectives, practices and politics of police officers 

and civilian intelligence analysts from across the country. The research design developed an 

iterative approach to methods: ethnographic observations, semi-structured interviews and a 

series of focus groups were undertaken in an overlapping and mutually constitutive fashion. 

Ethnographic fieldnotes were taken during and after periods work-ing as an intelligence 

analyst; providing detail on conversations, conventions or routine working practices, as well 

as deeper, more reflective accounts of working life. This ethnographic fieldwork informed, 

and was also influenced by, a series of 40 semi-structured interviews of police officers and 

intelligence analysts. Broadly reflecting the demographics of intelligence units in Scotland, 

the police officer sample was predomin-antly male (22 participants, 19 male), whilst the 

intelligence analyst interview cohort was mostly female (18 intelligence analysts, 10 female). 

This sample did, however, propor-tionately over-represent the voices of civilian intelligence 

analysts in comparison to police officers. This deliberate choice in the research design was 

justified by the relative invisibility of intelligence analysts in prior research, alongside the 

wish to capture their hitherto unknown cultural role in contemporary Scottish policing. A 

series of three focus groups was also conducted following the conclusion of around two-

thirds of the semi-structured interviews and following a preliminary analysis of the 

ethnographic data. One focus group consisted of solely of intelligence analysts, one consisted 

of only police officers, and one was composed of a mix of both police officers and 

intelligence analysts. This allowed police officers and intelligence analysts the opportunity to 

challenge or contest the developing representations; a process that emerged as a rich and 

important source of data in itself. This use of focus groups recognises the claim that this 

method can be used to democratise the research process as a forum for public participation, 

as well as off ering an avenue to deepen an emerging analysis (Bloor, Frankland, Thomas, & 

Robson, 2001, p. 18). The thematic analysis of all of this data – including ethnographic 

fieldnotes, and the complete transcripts of interviews and focus groups – was undertaken 

using NVivo qualitative data analysis software. This assisted in the identification and 

development of emerging themes throughout the research process. Three of these themes 

 

– all of which are inter-linked – form the substance of this article: patriarchy in Scottish 
policing; gender regime in police intelligence work; and the infantilisation of intelligence 
analysts. Each will now be considered in turn and the links between them drawn. 

 

Patriarchy in Scottish policing 
 
The literature on policing provides multiple accounts that indicate the importance of 

masculinity in police culture (see Fielding, 1994; Prokos & Padavic, 2002; Rabe-Hemp, 

2009; Smith & Gray, 1985). In a pioneering study 40 years ago, the influential police 

sociologist Peter K. Manning stated, ‘[T]he police culture is essentially a masculine cul-ture 

with an emphasis on virility, toughness, masculinity, and masculine interests such as sexual 

triumphs, sports, outdoor life, and so forth’ (Manning, 1978, p. 249).  
Much later in the development of police research, Miller, Forest, and Jurik (2003, p. 365) 

provided an account of how policing is both gendered and sexualised, 



  
  

 

 

highlighting how police culture embraces symbols of ‘aggressive masculinity’ such as 

toughness and physical strength. Even more recently Jennifer Brown argued that police 

culture is both street-based and imbued with masculine imagery, with its cultural resources – 

stories, rituals and symbols – critical to preserving its masculinity. For Brown, ‘Real (male) 

police work – crime fighting – takes place on the street, celebrates physical prowess and 

demands emotional control in the face of danger and injury. Station house work, in contrast, 

is inside work involving administrative or interpersonal skills’ (Brown, 2007, pp. 216–217). 

 

Nigel Fielding argued that the stereotypical values of police culture may be read as an 

almost pure form of hegemonic masculinity, emphasising aggression, physical action, 

competition, conflict, and heterosexual orientations; values that become manifest in 

misogynistic and patriarchal attitudes towards women (Fielding, 1994, p. 47). However, 

beyond Fielding’s invocation, very few studies have explicitly used the concept of patriarchy 

to examine the people or practices in policing, even in the context of police culture. Whilst 

this reflects a wider malaise in organisational studies (Witz, 1992, p. 1), some researchers 

have pioneered the use of patriarchy as a conceptual lens with which to analyse male power 

and identity in workplaces, reacting against the under-exploration of the ‘office environment’ 

as a site of masculinities (Collinson & Hearn, 1996, p. 69). This is important in the context 

of this article because the office is where much police intel-ligence work, including analysis, 

takes place.  
It is important to appreciate that the nature of patriarchy has been disputed within feminist 

and gender studies and, as a result, it has no universally accepted definition (Waters, 1989, p. 

193). Notions of patriarchy must therefore be treated with caution; they are diverse and 

diff erent, not unified and monolithic, and are likely to be interwoven in complex ways with 

other organisational features such as hierarchy, managerial con-trol, culture, subordination, 

resistance and inequalities. Nevertheless, it is notable that, considered etymologically at 

least, patriarchy invokes a structure of rule in which power is distributed unequally in favour 

of fathers (Waters, 1989, p. 193). Contrary to some popular depictions in the literature that 

focus solely on gender (see Goldberg, 1977,  
pp. 25–26; Walby, 1989, p. 214), patriarchy must be understood as a complex of social 

structures, cultures, practices and vocabularies within which a hegemonic mascu-linity is 

privileged and the forms of which are used for the domination, repression, subjugation, 

subordination, and ultimately the control, of femininities, alternative mas-culinities and the 

young. This interpretation of patriarchy draws upon Connell’s account of gender regime in 

societies, which recognises how hegemonic masculinity is constructed in relation to a range 

of subordinated masculinities as well as to femininities and, fur-ther, how the interplay 

between diff erent masculinities is important in the functioning of a patriarchal society 

(Connell, 1987, p. 183). It is in this context of a gender regime that the patriarchal 

dispositions in police culture are evident.  
The patriarchal dispositions in police culture are manifest in the relationships between 

police officers and intelligence analysts; which uniquely disclose the subordination of 

femininity, other masculinities and youth in Scottish policing. During fieldwork, a Detective 

Sergeant, Betty, discussed how intelligence analysts occupied a type of ‘no man’s land’. 

Whilst Betty was ostensibly referring to the liminal status of the intelligence analyst as 

‘being not quite a member of civilian staff  and not quite a police officer’, her remark was 

also evocative of the preponderance of females in intelligence analyst roles in 



 
 

 

Scotland and the relative absence of ‘men’. In 2012, females accounted for 72% of the 252 

intelligence analysts in Scottish policing. In contrast, in 2012/2013, males accounted for 72% 

of the police officer workforce (Scottish Government, 2013, p. 76). This diver-gence was 

readily recognised by intelligence analysts themselves. Grace, an intelligence analyst in a 

Scottish police force remarked, 

 
‘The gender balance [in intelligence analysis] is overwhelmingly female, really.’ (Grace, 

intelligence analyst) 

 

Ronald, an intelligence analyst in another force, was more provocative in his interpret-ation 
of the preponderance of female intelligence analysts, 

 
‘It’s a female mafia this business! There aren’t any males in the analytical structure. It’s run by 

women for women!’ (Ronald, intelligence analyst) 

 

Ronald’s provocative account contrasts with policing as traditionally understood in the 

academic literature, which is instead more inclined to reflect the masculine outlook of police 

culture as ‘just boys doing the business’ (Fielding, 1994). That the majority of intelligence 

analysts were female was considered to be, at least in part, a legacy of historic recruitment 

practices from the 1990s. As Poppy, an intelligence analyst stated, 

 
‘I think way back at the start when they created these criminal intelligence analysts posts and at 

the time they converted a lot of kinda administrative roles [into analysis roles]. Or they took 

from a pool of administrative workers into that whole analysis environment, which were 

predominantly female.’ (Poppy, intelligence analyst) 

 

The administrative skills of these women, especially their ability to type, were intrinsic to 

their recruitment as intelligence analysts.
4
 Such a recruitment process was indicative of how 

intelligence analysts were initially considered in Scottish policing: as administra-tors who 

were largely peripheral to ‘proper policing’. However, early in the new millen-nium, an 
alternative strategy to recruit intelligence analysts was implemented, targeting young 
graduates from outside of the police service. This formed a part of broader attempts to 

develop and professionalise intelligence analysis as a discipline in Scotland.
5
 Such eff orts, 

however, had only a limited eff ect on the gender diversity of the intelligence analyst 
workforce: females continued to outnumber males in intelligence analyst roles in the period 
after. Nevertheless, these new recruitment practices did bring younger (sometimes male) 
graduates into police intelligence work in Scotland. It was in this context – with the arrival of 

a new cadre of intelligence analysts who were young, educated but still predominantly 
female in number – that the patriarchal dispositions from within police culture, and the sub-
cultural nature of intelligence analysis, emerged. 

 

The gender regime in police intelligence work 
 
The concept of gender regime as developed by Connell – considered to mean the his-
torically produced pattern of gender relations within an organisation – can be analysed 
through four main structures: a gender division of labour; a structure of power; the 



  
  

 

 

patterning of emotion; gender culture and symbols (Connell, 2006). In the gender regime that 

emerged through fieldwork, police officers sought to subordinate the perceived femininity of 

intelligence analysts and negate the emergence of any alternative forms of masculinity. 

Cultural boundaries within this gender regime were enforced through role expectations and 

cultural norms around the division of labour. Intelligence analysts believed that police 

officers held particular assumptions about the intelligence analyst and their function in the 

‘macho world’ of policing. A male intelligence analyst indicated, 
 

 

‘[Intelligence analysis is] a female dominated part of policing. You spend enough time around 

analysts, and sort of all of them were women in my experience. . . I mean I share an office with 

four cops, experienced detectives, and it is a very male atmosphere in there. But I think it’s 

another thing that aff ects their perception of analysts is it [is] supposed to [be] sort of a young 

[person], or women doing it.’ (Danny, intelligence analyst) 

 

A female intelligence analyst also described the expectations of police officers towards 
her, which had exclusionary consequences for her status and limited her agency in police 
intelligence work, 

 
‘I notice now when I go to meetings people assume when they first meet me that I am there to 

take minutes, because I am female and because I am police staff  and not a police officer.’ 

(Amber, intelligence analyst) 

 

There was a common perception in fieldwork that intelligence analysis was ‘women’s 
work’ and that this involved basic administrative or ‘supporting’ tasks, rather than any active 

or ‘real’ policing. Connell (2005, p. 74) recognises the importance of such pro-duction 

relations in the creation and preservation of a gender regime.  
The gender regime in police intelligence work was also apparent in the patterning and 

performance of emotion in the workplace. A male intelligence analyst remarked upon how 

when he worked exclusively with intelligence analysts the topics of conversation cenetred 

around domestic life, family and pregnancy, but when he moved to work in a unit of male 

police officers, the lingua franca was characterised by the performance of aggression. 

Swearing, ‘taking the piss out of each other’, and ‘slagging each other off ’ was common-

place. There was also hostility towards other forms of masculinity within this gender regime. 

The alternative masculinities brought to bear upon police intelligence work by the 

recruitment of young, male graduates latterly employed as intelligence analysts – the 

cerebral thinker, for example – were recast by cops as ‘feminine’ or worthless. One male 

intelligence analyst, upon querying the reasons for his recruitment, was told by a police 

officer that ‘he thinks likes a woman’ and that ‘a good analytical brain is a female brain’. 

Within this gender regime, there was no room for alternative constructions of masculinity 

that could threaten the hegemony of the dominant form; the action-oriented, street-savvy 

masculinity of the physically strong police officer. Reflecting Connell (1987, p. 186) such 

alternative masculinities – as forms of cultural capital – were subordinated and inhibited, and 

thus became confined to ‘ghettos, privacy and the unconscious’.  
Intelligence analysts, especially male intelligence analysts, also recognised the import-ant 

role of the body in this gender regime. For Christopher, the physical capital of the 



 
 

 

body was intricately interwoven with the cultural capital obtained from participating in, and 
contributing, to police culture, 

 
‘The currency of experience is very important in the police, and it’s how people are judged and 

as an analyst you are never going to be seen as having much of background, you are not going to 

have that kind of authority from experience. Erm, and that is partly to do with you weren’t on the 

beat and partly because a lot of folk are young. There’s very few burly analysts as well [laughs]. 

I think probably in certain offices and certain units and stuff  in context that’s as important; [me] 

being a bit weedy, you know?’ (Christopher, intelligence analyst) 

 

 

Despite the abandonment of ‘old-fashioned’ requirements for entry into Scottish policing, 

such as gender and height, the body remains a critical site of professional identity work, as 

well as a vehicle for communication and conflict. The standards that regulated and 

disciplined the ‘police’ body – formed in the academy and on the street – persisted into 

police intelligence work. During fieldwork my own body – comparatively young, shabby, 

long-haired, often unshaven and slightly unkempt – often provoked outrage and 

condemnation from police officers: to them I was an anathema to their values, representing a 

reversal of the standards of the disciplined body they had learned to value during their early 

experiences of policing. The body as a site of cultural work is important in reproducing a 

gender regime in police intelligence work. Female bodies, especially those of civilian 

intelligence analysts, were also frequently sexualised by police officers and discriminated 

against in ways that have been traditionally recognised in police culture in diff erent 

jurisdictions (see Brown, 1998; Hunt, 1990). Within this gender regime in police intelligence 

work, the body is inscribed with culture, the hege-monic masculinity apparent in police 

culture is privileged. 

 

The infantilisation of intelligence analysts 
 
Deeper patriarchal tendencies in this gender regime also became apparent through the 

infantilisation of intelligence analysts in police intelligence work. Infantilisation has featured 

little within the study of criminology and criminal justice; with a notable excep-tion being a 

small literature on the ways in which the infantilisation processes have been invoked in the 

study of the imprisonment of women (see Bosworth, 1996; Clark, 1995; Marcus-Mendoza, 

Klein-Saff ran, & Lutze, 1998). Nevertheless, for the study of policing, there are significant 

insights to be gained from applying and developing the concept of infantilisation. A 

substantive example of this potential can be found in Mike Hepworth’s 1996 study of the 

infantilisation of the elderly in which he defined infantilisation as the tendency to treat older 

people as if they are dependent children and, crucially, how those elderly people in his study 

may be active or complicit in their own infantilisation. Hepworth stated, 
 

 

Infantilisation is usually defined as an unwelcome imposition on older men and women who are 

often portrayed as relatively powerless to resist. Whilst the negative consequences of enforced 

infantilisation must not be ignored there are also occasions when infantilisa-tion may be regarded 

as a voluntary or chosen mode of resistance on the part of older 



  
  

 

 
people to the decrements and external impositions of later life. The concept of infantil-isation 

may therefore be enlarged to include modes of resistance involving processes of mutual 

identification of the old with the young; in certain instances even as a form of conspiracy 

between these two age groups against the wider society. (Hepworth, 1996, p. 423) 

 

 

Hepworth’s account raises the prospect that imposition and complicity may work 

simultaneously in processes of infantilisation. Understood in this way, infantilisation may be 

embraced by an individual in order to cope with, navigate through, or even resist a particular 

set of challenging social circumstances. Such an account has important implications for 

understanding how intelligence analysts have become infantilised in police intelligence work 

in Scotland.  
Throughout fieldwork intelligence analysts were frequently considered by police offi-cers 

to be child-like – as dependent, ignorant, immature, powerless and un-knowing– thus further 

de-professionalising analysts and inhibiting their agency. This infantilisation was achieved, 

in part, through routine, everyday talk and, more particularly, through ‘office banter’. The 

phenomenon of workplace banter has featured frequently in police research (see Holdaway, 

1994, 1996, 1997b; Loftus, 2009) and – although undertaken within narrower parameters 

than may have historically been the case – it persists in Scottish policing. In fact, workplace 

banter performs important ideological work in influencing the relationships, status and 

positions of actors in police intelligence work. For one intelligence analyst, 
 

 
‘[Police officers tell] jokes about [intelligence analysts] getting our crayons out and drawing our 

pictures, most of the jokes I hear are about that. . . I know that sometimes some of these jokes 

have a serious undertone to them and is what the actual police officers do think.’ (Amber, 

intelligence analyst) 

 

Other intelligence analysts, including those in more senior positions, recognised that 

‘colouring-in was what we are famous for’ and recounted how police officers expected 

analysts to ‘draw pretty pictures’. Such infantilising talk devalued, degraded and de-

professionalised the role, status and position of intelligence analysts, relegating them to 

subservience and powerlessness. This cultural account resonates with previous research that 

recorded how female police officers who did not adhere to the central tenets of police culture 

– as it developed in the crucible of street patrol – were de-professiona-lised and thus 

accepted a paternalistic bargain (Martin, 1980).
6
 Evidence also emerged through fieldwork 

of the ways in which intelligence analysts had become complicit in their own infantilisation. 

Amy, a police officer, considered how intelligence analysts ‘played up to their immaturity’ 

within a context in which police officers believed that they were ‘in charge of the intelligence 

analysts’. Intelligence analysts also displayed a tendency for deference towards ‘masculine’ 

police officers, who were identified as ‘alpha-males’ or ‘silverbacks’. Replicating traditional 

family dynamics, wherever there was vehicular travel requirement it was almost exclusively 

the police officer who undertook the task of driving. In these ways, a sometimes subtle series 

of norms and role expectations subordinated the intelligence analyst within this gender 

regime. Thus, just as Martin (1980, p. 1116) recounted how the de-professionalised 



   
 

 

female police officer worked as a junior partner, receiving treatment and exemptions and 
appropriate for a ‘lady’, so the de-professionalised intelligence analyst has accepted a 

patriarchal bargain; becoming passive, inactive, dependent and child-like, and thus 
marginalised to the periphery of police work. 

 

On cultural change 
 
In his 1991 ethnography, An Inside Job: Policing and Police Culture in Britain, Malcolm 

Young acknowledged that police culture endures fads over time, and as such would be 

familiar to those who experienced policing in the 1970s (Young, 1991). More recently, the 

central proposition of Bethan Loftus’ 2009 work Police Culture in a Changing World was 

that the cultural characteristics identified in the classic police ethnographies – and resonating 

in Reiner’s work – have persisted, despite subsequent changes in the policing landscape 

(Loftus, 2009, xiv). These arguments are important because, as Barry Loveday has noted 

(2007, p. 20), police culture presents one of the greatest challenges to the integration of 

civilian police staff  into policing. Addressing the specific impact of this culture on 

intelligence analysis, Jerry Ratcliff e assessed that, ‘The power of police culture as an 

inhibiting influence on change is almost legendary, and has the potential to leave an 

integrated analytical model in a cachectic state.’ (Ratcliff e, 2008b, p. 215) 

 
A police officer interviewed during fieldwork presented a clear indication of the nature of 

the cultural hostility sometimes faced by intelligence analysis, 

 
‘I mean we’ve got [intelligence] analysts? Why?. . . We’ve got two analysts, four analysts, 

telling us what every cop knows anyway. I worked at [mentions town in east Scotland], and I 

didn’t need the analysts, or I shouldn’t need an analyst, to tell me where the [crime] hotspots are. 

I shouldn’t need an analyst to tell me that there have been a number of housebreakings there, 

concentrate on that area. We used to do that anyway. . . Nowadays you pay an analyst God 

knows how many thousands pounds to come up with these fancy drawings with red spots about 

where everything is happening. Well, a good police officer should know that. I mean to me that’s 

just wasting money.’ (Ben, police officer) 

 

The reaction of some police officers to the introduction of these new civilian intel-ligence 

analysts was indicative of the extent to which police culture is shaped by, and reacts to, the 

internal organisational environment, as well as the external occupational milieu. Whilst 

fieldwork provided evidence that some police officers – often those younger-in-service – 

recognised that such reactionary views were the preserve of ‘dino-saurs’ and ‘the culture of 

old cops’, intelligence analysts in Scotland expressed a degree of resignation towards 

attitudes such as those held by Ben, 

 
‘Yes, there are some cops out there who think that analysts are a complete waste of time and 

money and they are never gonna change their mind, which is difficult.’ (Harriet, intelligence 

analyst) 

 
Harriet’s perspective is understandable, given the ways in which intelligence analysts 

experience patriarchy and infantilisation in police intelligence work. However, some of 



  
  

 

 

the academic literature indicates the ways in which police culture can change, and has 

changed, over time. Bethan Loftus’ work, for example, is more subtle – and promising – than 

her headline thesis of cultural continuity would suggest. Loftus (2009) identifies the ways in 

which police culture has changed: from the demise of banter in her fieldsites, to the ways in 

which police officers think about, and respond to, issues such as domestic violence. The 

fieldwork that informs this article supports Loftus’ general claim that the core characteristics 

of police culture have persisted over time, alongside a degree of change. As one police 

officer recalled, 

 
‘So yeah it’s changed though. It was at one point an extremely masculine profession, now I 

wouldn’t say it was at all. . . You would hardly credit how diff erent it was. Now police-women 

get issued with the same equipment as policemen, but back then the old police baton for a man 

was 14 inches, 16 inches long; a woman’s was half that. You think now ‘‘why?’’ but then it 

seemed like perfect sense, because you couldnae get a 16 inch thing into your handbag! [laughs]. 

You’d get strung up for that kind of remark now, but it was totally diff erent [then], they did 

totally diff erent things.’ (Walter, police officer) 

 

Walter’s reflection upon change is indicative of how police culture does not exist in 

isolation from wider developments in policing and society; instead interacting with other 

fields in policing and beyond (see Chan, 1996, 1997). Police culture should not, therefore, be 

reified from previous ethnographies or romanticised from media representations. Understood 

in this way police culture is never a settled set of arrangements and will be continually 

subject to change over time. Even Reiner’s earlier work on this subject recognised that police 

culture changes and is not static (Reiner, 1992, p. 109). The central issue, therefore, is how 

change can be promoted to better integrate intelligence analysts into police intelligence 

work. 
 

Cultural change has specifically been identified as necessary for the successful imple-

mentation of intelligence-led policing (Lemieux, 2008). This requirement is supported by the 

claims developed in this article: that the patriarchal dispositions within police culture and the 

emergence of a gender regime within police intelligence work subordinate fem-ininity, youth 

and masculinities that run counter to police culture’s hegemony; and that this gender regime 

is interwoven with processes of infantilisation that inhibit the inte-gration of intelligence 

analysts into this important area of policing. Simply highlighting the hegemony of police 

culture and its consequences, however, is not sufficient to over-come patriarchal structures in 

policing because, as Pierre Bourdieu highlights, such forms of masculine domination become 

deeply embedded in the body of the dominated. He states, 
 

 

The passions of the dominated habitus (whether dominated in terms of gender, ethnicity, culture 

or language) – a somatized social relationship, a social law converted into an embo-died law – 

are not the kind that can be suspended by a simple eff ort of will, founded on a liberatory 

awakening of consciousness. If it is quite illusory to believe that symbolic violence can be 

overcome with the weapons of consciousness and will alone, this is because the eff ect and 

conditions of its efficacy are durably and deeply embedded in the body in the form of 

dispositions. (Bourdieu, 2001, p. 39) 



 
 

 

Despite such an assessment, Bourdieu did not foreclose the possibility of social and 

cultural change. Bourdieu envisages that transformation is possible, but far from guaranteed: 
 

 
When a scientific analysis of a form of domination is made publicly available, this neces-sarily 

has social eff ects, but they may run in two opposing directions: it may either sym-bolically 

reinforce domination, when its findings seem to confirm or intersect with the dominant 

discourse. . . or help to neutralize it, rather like the revelation of some state secret, by favouring 

the mobilization of its victims. It is therefore exposed to all kinds of misunderstandings, easier to 

foresee than to dispel in advance. (Bourdieu, 2001, p. 111) 

 

The key to transformation in Bourdieu’s analysis is that change must take place in the 

habitus of both the dominating class and the dominated, as well as in the structure and 

conditions of the field itself. Janet Chan has astutely argued (1996, pp. 129–130) that the 

reason for the failure of transformational change in a police force in Australia was because 

changes were directed only at the habitus and not the field.
7
 Similar challenges are appar-ent 

in Scotland. The successful integration of intelligence analysts into police intelligence work 

requires not only change in police culture but also transformations in the field itself, 

including re-shaping its conditions, valued forms of capital and thus the relational pos-

itioning (and power) of actors therein. However, intelligence analysts lack the necessary 

habitus – a ‘feel for the game’ (Bourdieu, 1993) – or resources to successfully re-shape the 

field for themselves, particularly given the hegemony of police culture in the current regime. 

In practice, therefore, police leaders must take further steps to professionalise, empower and 

responsibilise civilian intelligence analysts. Intelligence analysts should be given exposure to 

new areas and specialisms within police intelligence work in order to diversify their skills 

and broaden their knowledge base. Such an outcome, however, would require a radical re-

imagining of structures, roles, responsibilities and functions in police intelligence work, 

exposing civilian police staff  to areas of policing hitherto monopolised by police officers. 

Any alternative approach that focuses on only one aspect of this prob-lem – such as one that 

seeks to tackle workplace banter alone – may yield little success, and may even result in 

further dissonance between police officers and intelligence analysts. 

 

Conclusion 
 
This article has been highly appreciative of both the classic themes identified in the research 

on police culture and more recent cultural accounts of policing. It has, however, also off ered 

some critical reflections on this existing body of work. The recent trend towards recognising 

the heterogeneity of cultures in policing is a positive development, but despite claims of 

plurality much of the research has retained a persistent focus upon police officers engaged in 

street-based police work. By broadening the cultural vista to include civilian police staff , it 

has been possible to explore the cultural impact of alter-native actors in policing and identify 

how police officers respond to challenges to their cultural hegemony. In particular, by 

exploring the interactions between sworn police officers and civilian intelligence analysts 

engaged in police intelligence work in Scotland, this paper identified strong patriarchal 

dispositions within police culture. 



  
  

 

 

This patriarchy, in the context of a gender regime, resulted in the subordination of 

femininity, other masculinities and youth in an eff ort to maintain the hegemony of police 

culture. Cultural boundaries within this gender regime were enforced through role 

expectations and cultural norms around the division of labour, and the patterning and 

performance of emotion in the workplace. The body also emerged as a critical site of 

professional identity work, as well as a vehicle for communication and conflict. Deeper 

patriarchal tendencies in this gender regime also became apparent through the infantilisation 

of intelligence analysts in police intelligence work, which formed part of a broader, subtle 

and informal eff ort to de-professionalise and de-legitimise intelligence analysts, in contrast 

to formal eff orts to develop and professionalise intelligence analysis as a discipline in 

Scottish policing. The de-professionalised intelligence analyst ultimately accepted a 

patriarchal bargain; becoming passive, inactive, dependent and child-like, and thus 

marginalised to the periphery of police work.  
Drawing upon the social theory of Pierre Bourdieu, this article suggested that simply 

highlighting the hegemony of police culture and its consequences is not sufficient to 

overcome patriarchal structures in policing. What is required is not the simple reform of 

police culture but also transformations in the field of police intelligence work itself, 

including the re-shaping of its conditions, valued forms of capital, and thus the relational 

positioning, and power distribution, of actors therein. In practice, therefore, it was suggested 

that police leaders must take further steps to professionalise, empower and responsibilise 

civilian intelligence analysts, providing them exposure to new areas and specialisms within 

police intelligence work in order to diversify their skills and broaden their knowledge base. 

Such eff orts, however, will require a radical re-imagining of struc-tures, roles, 

responsibilities and functions in police intelligence work. 
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Notes 
 
1. A notable exception in the more general literature on policing is the work of Barry Loveday, who 

has explored workforce modernisation in England and Wales, including an appreciation of the 

challenges to such processes posed by ‘police organisational culture’ (see Loveday, 2007, 2008; 

Loveday, Williams, & Scott, 2008).  
2. Illustrative examples here include Fielding’s (1994) cop canteen culture or Waddington’s (1999) 

police (canteen) sub-culture.  
3. This academic focus could also, perhaps, be justified in its approach given the persistent pol-itical 

commitment in the UK, including Scotland, towards an ill-defined and vaguely concep-tualised 
‘frontline’. 



  
 

 
4. This development resonates with Douglas Grant’s assessment of early civilianisation in Glasgow, 

where he suggested that the police officers who benefited most from the employment of civilian 

typists were members of the Criminal Investigations Department., who, before the coming of the 

girls, had to type all their own reports (Grant, 1973, p. 100).  
5. Including, for example, the provision of a formal qualification in ‘crime and intelligence ana-lysis’ 

(see Scottish Qualifications Authority, 2015). The idea of ‘professionalism’ in policing has had a 

contested and controversial history, particularly in relation to police officers. Recognising the 

desirability of having one’s occupational status and conduct accepted as pro-fessional, David C. 

Perrier (1979, p. 52) remarked that ‘policemen’ for many years ‘aspired to a professional status’, 

reflecting the relationship between professionalism and masculinity. Issues of the professional status 

of civilian police staff have been relatively un-explored in comparison; although some efforts have 

been made to reflect on this issue in relation to forensic science (see Robertson, 2011). 

 

6. Later accounts indicated the ways in which female police officers expanded the notion of 

professionalism to include developing their own ‘skills’ and competences in order to navigate the 
macho world in which they work (Heidensohn, 1992, p. 145; Martin & Jurik, 2007, p. 102).  

7. The problems of habitus in police intelligence work were alluded to over a decade ago through Nina 

Cope’s research on intelligence-led policing in England. Cope argued that, in her research sample, 

there was a poor understanding of analysis amongst police officers and a lack of understanding of 

policing amongst analysts (Cope, 2004). 
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